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ABSTRACT 
 
Siti Musthoriyah. 2017. An Error Analysis of Descriptive Writing Made by the 
Tenth Grade Students of SMA N 1 Andong in the Academic Year 2016/2017. Thesis. 
English Education Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Trainer Faculty, 
The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta.  
 
Advisor : Muhammad Zainal Muttaqien, S.S., M.Hum 
Key words : Error Analysis, Descriptive, Writing 
 
 Writing skills are complex and sometimes difficult to teach. As the first 
foreign language, it is normal condition for the students who have various problems 
or difficulties in writing descriptive text. Therefore, the study of learner’s errors is 
needed to gives some contributions on attempts to deal with the students’ 
difficulties. The aims of this research were (1) find out the types of errors in 
descriptive writing made by the tenth grade students of SMA N 1 Andong in the 
academic year 2016/2017 and (2) find out the causes of errors in descriptive writing 
made by the tenth grade students of SMA N 1 Andong in the academic year 
2016/2017. 
 This researcher uses descriptive method with qualitative research. The 
research was conducted on Monday, April 10th, 2017 at SMA N 1 Andong. The 
researcher came to the class and asked the students to write descriptive texts. Then 
the data was analyzed by Surface Strategy Taxonomy to classify the types of errors 
and sources of errors. The researcher collected the data from documentation. The 
researcher identified and classified the types of errors in descriptive writing made 
by the tenth grade students and classified the causes of errors in descriptive writing 
made by the tenth grade students. The subject of the research was X MIPA 1 which 
consists of 36 students. However the students’ works submitted to the researcher 
were only 27. The techniques of analyzing data were identification, classification, 
explanation and evaluation. After the data had been collected, the researcher 
identified, classified, explained, and evaluated the types of errors in descriptive 
writing made by the tenth grade students and classified the causes of errors in 
descriptive writing made by the tenth grade students. The instruments to collect the 
data were writing task. In this research the researcher crosscheck the data used 
investigator triangulation.  
 The result of the research showed that there are 4 types error made by the 
students on their descriptive writing. The totals errors were 264 errors which are 
divided 26% omission errors in 5 kinds, 11% addition errors in 6 kinds, 54% mis-
formation errors in 14 kinds and 9% mis-ordering errors. According to the data 
analysis, the common error made by the students was mis-formation. The causes of 
errors were interlingual and intralingual transfer. The researcher concluded that the 
possible causes of errors are from the mother tongue (Interlingual transfer), those 
errors are resulted from the transfer of the first language (Indonesian) grammatical 
to the second language (English).  Based on the result of the research, the student 
can choose which word is appropriate and correct within writing a good sentence. 
 
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Language has a function to connect society in human lives. People use
language to communicate or interact with other persons every day. When
people know the language, people can speak and can be understood by others
who know that language. Language consists of two types; written and spoken.
Written language, mastering grammar is necessary. In Indonesia, many people
use Indonesian language for daily communication.
There are some descriptions of language. Brown (2000:5) states that
language is a system arbitrary conventionalized vocal, written, or gestural
symbols that enable members of given community to communicate intelligibly
with one another. According to Poole (2000:4) Language is a purely human
and non-instinctive method of communicating ideas, emotions, and desires by
means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols. Downes (1984:9)
explained that language is a complicated phenomenon. We talk about how a
child’s “language” is developing; how beautiful, or ugly, is the “language” of
a region or country. Based on the explanations above, it can be concluded that
language is important for human for daily communication and understanding
each others.
In general, the most popular language is English. English is the
international and the most widely spoken language in the world. Patel and
Praveen (2008:2) claim that English is the language of the global village. It is
1
2used for trade and industry. English is full of knowledge and information. It is
the language used for connecting people having different tongues. English is
one of the important language in this globalization era. Many countries use
English as the primary language for international communication.
In Indonesia, English becomes the first foreign language that is learned
by Indonesian. It is taught not only in formal but also in non formal one.
English has been generally learned by students since they were kindergarten
schools. People are interested in learning English because it becomes
important part in human’s lives. So, they take part and join in formal or non
formal learning institution to master English. Because of these reasons,
Indonesian government applies it as the first foreign language that must be
learned by students. Watkins (2005:4) explains that English is a common
language but not the first language. It is important to remember that no
particular variety of English is intrinsically better than any other and English
teachers can come from any linguistic background.
There are four skills that must be improved by students in learning
English. The learners are expected to be able to master the four language
skills; they are called listening, reading, speaking and writing. Listening and
reading are receptive skills while speaking and writing are productive skills.
Writing skill is the most important and needs to be separated and given special
attention, because writing is considered as the most difficult and the biggest
challenge for many students. It happens because writing obviously needs long
process or much time, needs deep thought, expression, and understanding to
create many interesting ideas. Furthermore, for foreign language learners, the
3biggest challenge in writing well is mastering the aspects of writing for
example spelling, capitalization, punctuation, vocabulary, and grammar or
sentence structure.
Speech and writing are two different activities. The distinction
between them can be seen transparently. According to Biber in Harmer
(1998:14) the grammar of speech has its own constructional principles; it is
organized differently from writing. Meanwhile, Carter and McCharty in
Harmer (1998:14) also suggest that spoken English has its own discourse
markers. What is clear is that we need different grammar rules of speech and
writing. When a speaker speaks, people can only rely on gestures, tone of
voice, and body language to make people who are listening understand. The
speech is rarely in complete sentences, and if the meaning is unclear, it can be
immediately clarified. Writers, of course, do not have the same opportunity to
change what they have written, unless they are published on the web. Once a
piece of writing is printed, there is little opportunity for revision.
Writing activity is connected with texts or paragraphs. Fiderer (2002:7)
explains that a typical paragraph includes one or two topic sentences, a body,
and a closing sentence or sentences. People may not produce a paragraph by
only arranging sentence by sentence into a good order. As one of the language
skills, writing also has important role for its significance in learner’s actual
life. In real life (as opposed to school) they will be able to send a letter to
anywhere, and it makes them easier to express or share their ideas to anyone.
Moreover, in their schools, writing skill will help them to express their ideas
in answering the essay and accomplishing their assignments from their
4teachers. Therefore, the ability to write in any form will give many advantages
to students’ lives as gaining success in their studies at school.
As the first foreign language, it is normal condition for the students
who have various problems or difficulties in English writing. Heaton
(1975:135) explains that the writing skills are complex and sometimes
difficult to teach, requiring mastery not only of grammatical and rhetorical
devices but also of conceptual and judgmental element. Writing is
complicated because the writer needs to do everything at once. The writer
must produce words, sentences, paragraphs, and extended compositions all at
the same time. The teacher becomes important element in teaching writing to
make the process of study is interesting and every students can compose a
good written text in English.
There are some kinds of text or written forms that will be got by
students during learn to write. They are narrative, descriptive, anecdote,
recount, analytical exposition, procedure, news item, discussion, hortatory
exposition, and report text. The researcher emphasized this research in student
competence in writing ability in descriptive text. Because students can express
sound, taste, smell, and look about people, animal, things, and place and their
feelings toward them. They can describe their idols, favorite places, things and
pets. Each student has a different description because the students have
different thoughts about something. Based on the syllabus in Senior High
School, descriptive text is learnt by students in the first grade.
The difficulties face the students in writing English text sometimes
bring errors. However, people cannot learn a language without first
5systematically committing errors. Making errors is a part of learning. Dulay
(1982:138) states that errors are flawed side of learner speech of writing. From
the error that learner has made, he will learn not to do the same mistakes
again. Thus, error could be an important feedback of their learning progress.
Therefore, learning English is different from learning Indonesian language.
The students who learn English may produce many errors in their
writings. Some of them are confused in using adjective in their writings; for
example, “bag pink” it should be “pink bag”. This error happens because the
students directly translate Indonesian language to English. In other words, the
students are influenced by Indonesian pattern in composing words or
sentences. Each language especially English has its own rules, skills, and
grammar. Grammar itself has a great role on one’s acquisition in English
which is different from that of Indonesian language. The problem now is how
far the students understand and can apply those rules.
In language learning, the study of learner’s errors is needed because
the result of the study gives some contributions on attempts to deal with the
students’ difficulties. According to Julian Edge in Harmer (1998:99) errors
cannot correct themselves, so students need explanation about the reasons of
error they have made. The teacher can infer the nature of the students’
knowledge and find what they still have to learn by analyzing the students’
errors. Moreover, the result of the study focusing on students’ errors can be
used as a means to measure whether the students have mastered the language
taught by the teacher. It is also as a means to measure the teacher’s success in
teaching a language.
6This study conducted at SMA N 1 Andong. There were some
underlying points of why researcher chose the school to do this research rather
than the other schools. It is also based on some considerations. The main
reason was that the school is one of favorite schools in Boyolali regency.
SMA N 1 Andong gets “A” accreditation which indicates that the school has
the predicate as a good quality school in the society. The school also has been
included in the top ten of Boyolali regency schools each year on its national
final examination. Besides, it was also because of the ease of the access; both
the access to get to the school and the access to get the data.
The researcher has already done pre-observation there it was
conducted on February 25th 2017. Based on the pre-observation, the researcher
knew about the students in Science class. Miss Sitti Saadiah Al Asih, S.Pd as
an English teacher supported the researcher to do the research in SMA N 1
Andong and she is also supported to analyze the errors of descriptive writing
made by students in Science One class. Because in Science One class there
were still many students who got problems when they got assignments in the
written text if they were compared with the other classes.
Thus, based on the reasons above, the researcher conducted the
research at SMA N 1 Andong. SMA N 1 Andong is located on Solo-
Karanggede streets, km.30 Andong, Boyolali, Central Java. The headmaster is
Mr. Jumadi, S.Pd., M.Pd. There are about 52 professional teachers who teach
the students there. The facilities there are complete and very good. There are
three laboratories, a library, twenty four classes, a multimedia room, a meeting
room and internet access. There are three English teachers there. Each teacher
7only focuses on a grade class. SMA N 1 Andong uses 2013 curriculum in the
teaching and learning process. The researcher expects that this research will
give advantages for the teacher to know the types and causes of errors made
by the tenth grade students. So, the English teacher can increase her teaching
techniques or strategies to decrease students’ errors in writing especially in
writing descriptive text.
Moreover, the researcher tended to choose tenth grade students rather
than the eleventh and twelve students. It was based on the consideration that
descriptive text is learnt in the first year of senior high school and second year
in junior high school. Tenth grade students have more vocabularies and
experiences in writing English texts especially descriptive text if they are
compared to the seventh grade students. Therefore, the researcher chose
descriptive text because it was a medium to analyze the students’ errors in
composing sentences. Students’ errors in writing descriptive text could not be
avoided because it is such a normal condition.
Students will not learn if they do not make errors in the learning
process, as stated by Richard (1985:95) “you can’t learn without goofing”.
The researcher applied “Surface Strategy Taxonomy” in classifying,
describing and analyzing the data. The surface strategy taxonomy is a
classification system “based on the ways in which the learner’s erroneous
version is a different from the presumed target version” (James, 1998:106). It
highlights the ways the surface structure deviate. For example, learners may
omit necessary items or add unnecessary ones; they may misform or misorder
8items. Under this category, errors are classified into four types: omission,
addition, misformation and misordering.
Omission errors are characterized by the absence of an item that must
appear in a well-formed utterance. Although any morpheme or word in a
sentence is a potential candidate for omission, some types of morphemes are
omitted more than others (Krashen, 1982:54). Omission takes place when the
learner omits one of the elements of the correct sentence. Dulay (1982:156)
explained that addition errors are the opposite of omissions which are
characterized by the presence of an item, which must not appear, in a well-
formed utterance. This kind of error occurs when the students add one or more
elements, which should not exist in the correct sentence. The addition can be a
morpheme or word. Krashen (1982:158-162) stated that misformation errors
are characterized by “the use of the wrong structure or morpheme”. There are
three types of misformtion error. He also explains that misordering errors are
characterized by the incorrect placement of a morpheme of group of
morphemes in an utterance.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher was interested in
analyzing students’ writing of descriptive text. The researcher then conducted
research entitled An Error Analysis of Descriptive Writing Made by the Tenth
Grade Students of SMA N 1 Andong in Academic Year 2016/2017. This
research is expected to observe the types of error in writing, especially in
descriptive text made by the tenth grade students of SMA N 1 Andong.
9B. The Limitation of the Problem
Based on the background above, there are many problems arising. To
avoid misunderstanding and disguise, the researcher limited the problems of
the study. The limitations are stated as the following:
1. The study was focused on the error based on surface strategy taxonomy
include: omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. On the
students’ writing task.
2. The study was focused on the errors made by students in their writing
descriptive text.
3. The data were taken from giving a task to the students and interview.
4. The research subject was the tenth grade student at SMA N 1 Andong in
academic year 2016/2017.
C. The Problem Statement
Based on the background and the limitation of the research, there are
some problems as follows:
1. What are types of errors in descriptive writing made by students at the
tenth grade of SMA N 1 Andong in academic year 2016/2017?
2. What are the causes of errors in descriptive writing made by students at
the tenth grade of SMA N 1 Andong in academic year 2016/2017?
D. The Objective of the Study
Based on the problem statement above, the researcher formulates some
objective of the study as mentioned bellow:
10
1. To describe the types of errors made by the tenth grade student of SMA N
1 Andong in academic year 2016/2017 on descriptive writing.
2. To describe the causes of errors made by the tenth grade students of SMA
N 1 Andong in academic year 2016/2017 on descriptive writing.
E. Benefit of the Study
From this research, the researcher hopes that there will be some benefits
for the researcher herself primarily and for the reader as general. The results of
this research will be useful theoretically and practically as follows:
1. Theoretical Benefit
This research can give contribution to science and knowledge
especially in the study of linguistics. There are phenomenons of errors out
from the second language that should be investigated for the development
of institution which applies a foreign language.
2. Practical Benefit
a. For the researcher
The researcher will know about the students’ errors in writing
descriptive text directly through observation and then the study could
bring the researcher to a better understanding of writing skill.
b. For the readers
The readers will get knowledge and information about the students’
errors in writing descriptive text made by students at the tenth grade of
SMA N 1 Andong.
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c. For the teacher
The study is expected to give significant educational information for
teachers in order to enrich their teaching writing method.
d. For the student
The study is expected to give significant information and motivation,
so students can maximize their writing skill.
e. For the other researcher
The study is expected to give significant information to the related
studies on the future.
F. Definitions of Key Terms
To avoid problem misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the
research finding, the researcher presents some definitions of key terms as the
following:
1. Errors are refers to the systematic deviations because of the learners still
developing knowledge of the L2 rule system. So, errors are as a result
from the lack knowledge of the language being learned (Dulay et.al,
1982:139).
2. Error analysis is the study of students’ error which can be observed,
analyzed, and classified to reveal something of the system operating
within the learners (Brown, 2000:166).
3. Writing is among the most important skills that second language students
need to develop, and the ability to teach writing is central to the expertise
of a well-trained language teacher (Hyland, 2004:xv).
4. Descriptive text is a text which describes a particular thing, person, or
thing (Hammond, 1992:78).
12
CHAPTER II
REVIEW ON RELATED THEORIES
A. Theoritical Description
In this sub-chapter, there are six subcategories. The first is the
definition of error analysis, the second is the differences between error and
mistake, the third is the use of error analysis, the fourth is the types of error,
the fifth is source of error, and the last is the methodology of errors analysis.
1. The Definition of Error Analysis
English as a foreign language in Indonesia is more difficult to learn
because there are many differences compared to Indonesian language.
Various definitions of error have been presented by experts. Basically,
those definitions contain the same meaning while the difference lies only
on the ways they formulate them.  Dulay (1982:138) stated that errors are
the flawed side or earner speech or writing. They are those parts of
conversation or composition that deviate from some selected norms of
mature language performances. Teacher and mothers who have waged
long and patient battles against their students or children’s language errors
have come to realize that making errors is an inevitable part of learning.
People cannot learn language without first systematically committing
errors.
2. The Difference Between Error and Mistake
Some of people consider that the definition between error and
mistake are the same. Actually, they are quite different, but to differentiate
12
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them is rather difficult. For example: The bird flys everyday, it is difficult
to say whether it is classified as a mistake or an error.
In order to be able to properly analyze the student’s error, it is
important enough for the teacher or researcher to distinguish between error
and mistake.
a. Error
Error is systematic, consistent deviancies, which are characteristics
of the learner’s linguistics system at a given stage of learning. Corder
in Fauziati (2002:76) says that learners who do not yet fully command
some institutionalized language system typically produce errors. In
other word, errors arise due to the imperfect competence in the target
language or the language the learners are learning.
Error is an important part of learning English. Error will appear
when the students do not know the languages system and error is
failure dealing with the student’s competence. Based on Brown
(2000:170) an error is a noticeable. Meanwhile, Corder (1973:167)
explains that learner’s errors are significant in that they provide to the
researcher evidence of how language is learned or acquired, what
strategies or procedures the learner is employing in the discover of
language. Corder also says that errors provide feedback; they tell the
teacher something about the effectiveness of teaching techniques, and
show him what parts of the syllabuses he has been following have been
inadequately learned and taught and need further attention.
14
From the theories above, it can be concluded that making error is a
process that indicates the learners’ strategies in learning. An error
takes place when the deviations arise as the result of lack knowledge,
and the learners cannot correct themselves. They are continued and
consistent. It means that the learners have not understood linguistic
system they use. In other words, errors are resulting from the lack of
knowledge of the rule of the language.
b. Mistake
According to Ellis (1997:17), “Mistake reflects occasional lapses
in performance; they occur because, in a particular instance, the learner
is unable to perform what he or she knows”. Mistakes are deviations
due to performance factors such as memory limitation (e.g. mistakes in
the sequence of tenses and agreement in long sentences, spelling, and
pronunciation). They are typically random and readily corrected by the
learner himself when his attention is drawn to them. Corder in Fauziati
(2002:76) states that “mistakes or lapses are ill formed utterances
which are resulted from the failure to utilize a known correctly”. The
native speaker, therefore, is normally capable of recognizing and
correcting such mistakes or lapses. These mistakes seem to increase in
frequency under conditions of stress, indecision, and fatigue.
According to Brown (2007:257) a mistake refers to a performance
error that is either a random guess or a “slip”, in that is a failure to
utilize a known system correctly.  From these definitions of mistakes
and errors it is clear that mistakes are different from errors. Mistake is
15
performance errors caused by factors such as fatigue, nervousness, and
other uncertain psychological conditions. Mistakes do not reflect
someone language competence but errors do. Students themselves can
correct mistake if teacher points it out, on the contrary the students
themselves cannot correct error.
From the explanations above, it can be stated that errors are
competence factors which learner have. An error takes place when the
deviations arise as the result of lack knowledge, and the learners
cannot correct by themselves. While mistakes refer to performance
errors, that is failure to utilize a known system correctly. This means
that learners have known the language rules, but they correctly fail in
applying those rules. Furthermore, a learner’s errors provide evidence
of how language is learned or acquired, what strategies or procedures
the learner is employing in the discovery of language. On the other
hand, mistakes are of no significance to the process of language
learning and it would be meaningless to state the rule for making
mistakes.
3. The Use of Error Analysis
“Studying learner’s errors provides data to make the interference
about the nature of language learning process, it indicates to the teachers
and curriculum to produce correctly and which error typed detract from the
learner ability to communicate effectively” (Dulay, 1982: 138).
Corder in Fauziati (2002:76) argues that errors could be significant
in three ways, first to teacher, errors will tell him how far the learner has
16
progressed in learning, and how what remain for him to learn. In addition,
during the analysis, teacher will find the areas of difficulty which is
encountered by the learner, and the value of this finding would be useful to
direct the teachers attention to the areas of difficulty, so that it might
devote special care and emphasis in his teaching to overcome or to deal
with these predicted difficulties. Second, it provides to the research
evidence of how language is learned or acquired, what strategies or
procedures the learners employ to discover language. Third, it is
indispensible for learners themselves. It is a way the learners use in order
to learn the nature of language they are learning.
From the explanation above, it can be stated that learners’ error can
explain how well learners had learnt the language. These also give
evidence for the researcher in the way language was learnt by learners. In
addition, by conducting error analysis, a teacher will possibly be able to
predict what students’ errors would like to make in their writing, and
provides means to solve the students’ problems in learning process. It is
clear that the errors that students made will make the teacher aware about
the result of his teaching technique and material, and show which parts of
syllabus or parts of language components have been acquired by the
students.
The students have ever made errors in their second language
learning, but they should not feel ashamed, because errors that they have
made are part of learning process. By using error analysis, the second
language teachers will know the difficulties that are faced by the students.
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It can help teachers develop appropriate strategies to make the students are
highly motivated to learn harder and pay more attention to the difficulties
faced by themselves.
4. Types of Errors
Types of errors are actually dealing with the surface characteristic of
error that is often called surface strategy taxonomy. The researcher uses
the surface strategy taxonomy because according to Dulay (1982:145) the
accurate description of errors is a separate activity from the task of
inferring the sources of those errors. The most useful and commonly used
in descriptive classification of errors are linguistics category taxonomy,
surface strategy taxonomy, comparative taxonomy, and the
communicative effect taxonomy. The explanations of these four errors
taxonomies are as the following:
a. Linguistics category taxonomy
Linguistic category taxonomy classifies errors according to
either the language component or the particular linguistic constituent
that is affected by an error. Language components may include
phonology (e.g. pronunciation), syntax, morphology (grammar),
semantics, lexicon (meaning and vocabulary), and discourse (style).
Constituents include the elements that comprise each language
component, such as the noun phrase, auxiliary, verb phrase,
preposition, adverb and adjective.
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Example: My mother readed a newspaper an hour ago. (Error in
Morphology, addition – ed in irregular past tense). It should be, My
mother red a newspaper an hour ago.
I not the teacher. (Syntax error, the omission of “to be”). It should be,
I’m not the teacher.
b. Surface Strategy Taxonomy
According to Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982:152), surface
strategy taxonomy highlights the ways surface structure is altered:
learners may omit necessary items or add unnecessary ones; they may
misform items or misorder them. Classifying errors using surface
strategy taxonomy can give clear description about cognitive processes
that underline the learner’s reconstruction of the new language or
language being learned. Surface strategy taxonomy includes errors of
omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. Below is the
detailed description of each category used in surface strategy
taxonomy:
1) Omission
Omission is a type of errors which are “characterized by the
absence of an item that must appear in a well-formed utterance”
(Dulay, 1982:154). The learner may omit grammatical morphemes
in producing a sentence. Grammatical or function words, on the
other hand, are those little worse that play a minor role in carrying
the meaning of a sentence. They include noun and verb inflections
(-s, -ed, -ing), the article (a, an, and the), the verb auxiliaries (is,
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will, can, may ) and preposition (in, on, at, under). For example:
She lecturer new college. (The correct sentence is She is the
lecturer of the new college.
2) Addition
According to Dulay (1982:156) addition is a type of errors
which are characterized by the presence of an item which must not
appear in well formed utterance. It is the opposite of omission
error. There are three types of addition errors, which have been
observed in speech of both first language and second language
learners. They are double markings, regularizations, and simple
addition. These errors are good indicators that some basic rules
have been acquired.
a) Double Marking
This type is usually resulted from the failure to delete
certain items required in some linguistics construction, but not
in others. Double marking usually happens in tense. In most
English sentences, some semantic failure such as tense may be
marked syntactically only once.
For example: I did not read or I do not read. In English rule of
the subject-verb agreement, the first verb (auxiliary verb)
agrees with its subject and the other verb (main verb) must be
constant (read). Learners who have acquired the tense from
both auxiliary verb and main verb often place the marker on
both, as in: She does not understands or I did not went. The
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auxiliary verb in error of double marking may be produced
twice, as in: Is this is your teachers? or over-marking the form
of auxiliary verb, as in: You did not known me at all or She
does not likes him.
b) Regularization
Regularization errors that fall under the addition
category are those in which a marker that is typically added to a
linguistic item is erroneously added to exceptional items of the
given class that do not take a marker. There are some
exceptions that can be found in English. For example: the verb
sing cannot be changed into singed but sang. The noun
“woman” cannot be pluralized into womans but women. It is
true that in English most of verbs can be changed into past
form by adding –d/-ed after the basic verb and most of nouns
can be pluralized by adding –s/es to singular forms, but not all
of them. The description above shows other errors that may be
made by the learners in which the errors are interfered by
regularization. The learners may say, The mans did not cry or
The men did not cried or even, The mans did not cried.
c) Simple Addition
It is an addition error that consists of double marking or
regularization. No particular features characterize all addition
errors, which are the use of an item should not appear in a well-
formed utterance.
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Example: The book is in over there.
A this novel is good.
The error in the first sentence is the addition of the
preposition in and the error in the second sentence is the
addition of the article a. either the preposition in or the article a
must not appear in those two sentences.
3) Misformation
Misformation error is a type of error that is characterized by
using of the wrong from of the morpheme or structure.
For example: The tiger catch a goat. and The boys is sad.
Those two sentences are not correct. The first sentence should be,
The tiger catches a goat. The second sentence should be, The boys
are sad.
In English when the subject is singular, the verb should be
verb for singular, whereas when the subject is plural, the verb
should be plural subject too.
4) Misordering
Misordering errors are characterized by the incorrect placement
of morpheme or group of morphemes in utterance. They occur
systematically for both first and second language learning in
construction that have already been acquired, especially in simple
embedded questions. The researcher is focusing on students’ error
in the level of bound morpheme.
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The examples are below:
What you do mean? (You do mean is misordering)
What Daddy is doing? (Daddy is doing is misordering)
The first sentence should be, What do you mean?
The second sentence should be, What is Daddy doing?
c. Comparative Taxonomy
According to Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982:159) points out
that classification of errors in a comparative taxonomy is based on
comparison between the structure of second language errors and
certain other type of constructions. For example, if one were to use a
comparative taxonomy to classify the errors of an Indonesian learning
English, one might compare the structure of the students’ errors to that
errors reported for children acquiring English as a first language.
Second language errors have most frequently been compared to
errors made by children learning the target language as their first
language and to equivalent phrases or sentences in the learner’s mother
tongue. These comparisons classify two major categories of errors that
are development errors and interlingual errors.
1) Developmental Errors
Developmental errors are errors similar to those made by
children learning the target language as first language. For
example:
The dog eat it.
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The omission of the past tense marker can be classified as
developmental error because there are also found in the speech of
children learning English as the first language.
2) Interlingual Errors
Interlingual errors are errors similar in structure to a
semantically equivalent phrase or sentence in the learner’s native
language. Based on Dulay (1982:171) to identify an inter lingual
error, researchers usually translate the grammatical form of the
learner’s phrase or sentence onto the learner’s first language to see
if similarities exist, then compare both sentences to see if learners
L1 structure is discernible in the L2 sentence.
d. Communicative Effect Taxonomy
This type of taxonomy classifies errors based on “the perspective
of their effect on the listener order” Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982
:161). It deals much with distinguishing between errors that seem to
cause miscommunication and those that do not. Based on this
taxonomy, Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:161) categorize errors into
two types, namely global errors and local errors.
1) Global Errors
Global errors are errors that effect overall significant sentence
organization to hinder communication.
Example: English language uses many people wrong order of
major constituents. It should be many people use English.
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2) Local Errors
Local errors are errors that affect single elements (constituent)
in a sentence and do not usually hinder communication
significantly. These include errors in noun and verb inflections,
articles, auxiliaries and the formation of quantifiers. For example:
Why you like each other? it should be, Why do you like each other?
In this research the researcher wants to use surface strategy
taxonomy in order to highlight and give importance of the ways in
analyzing surface structure altered by learners.
This means that the researcher will classify errors into clear
surface features of errors, namely errors of omission, errors of
addition, errors of misformation, and errors of misordering.
5. The Source of Errors
According to Brown (2007:263) there are four major sources of
learners errors; they are interlingual transfer, intralingual transfer, context
learning, and communication strategies.
a. Interlingual Transfer
The beginnings of stages of learning a second language are
characterized by a good deal of inter lingual transfer (from the native
language). In these stages, errors are caused by interference of native
language (mother tongue) of the learners. The students’ errors are
caused by the interference coming from the students’ native language.
Sentences in the target language may exhibit interference from their
mother tongue. An Indonesian student often makes errors in saying
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English sentences mainly in the use of for singular and plural subjects
because in Indonesian there is no change of Indonesian verb to
conform it to either a singular or plural subject.
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982:171) argue that the researcher
usually translate the grammatical form of the learner’s phrase or
sentence into the learner’s first language to see if similarities exist.
Interlingual errors here refer to second language errors that reflect
native language structure. For example: An Indonesian student may
say, I goes to office everyday instead of saying I go to office everyday,
or he may say where he go? instead of saying where does he go?, for
there is no equivalent of the auxiliary verb do or does in Indonesian.
b. Intralingual Transfer
Intralingual errors are those coming from the structure of the
target language itself. Dulay (1982:165) calls intralingual errors as
developmental errors. He also says that since children acquiring a first
language, they have not experienced learning a previous language. The
errors that they made cannot possibly be due to any interference from
another language. Brudiprabha in Richards (1973:6) suggests that
many intralingual errors represent the learning difficulty of what are
often from low level rules in the target language, such as the
differences between the verb inflection I walk and she walks.
Brudiprabha may be inferred that once basic rules, such as those
concerning subject-object relationship and prediction, are acquired a
considerable amount of difficulty in second learning is related to
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selection restrictions and to surface structure and contextual rules of
the language.
This type of errors means that intralingual errors are also often
further subdivided as what Richards (1973) distinguished the
followings as quoted by Ellis (1997:59)
1) Overgeneralization
Errors arise when the learner creates a deviant structure on the
basis of the other structure in the target language. It generally
involves the creation of one deviant structure in place of target
structure.
For example: Budi must goes, where English allows: Budi must go
and Budi goes.
2) Incomplete Application of Rules
It involves a failure to fully develop a structure. The learners of L2,
English has been observed to use declarative word order in
question.
For example: You study English? It should be Do you study
English?. In making question students should pay attention on the
use of auxiliary if they use verbal question.
3) Ignorance of Rules Restriction
It involves the application of rules to context where they do not
apply. An example is Doni made me to work through extension of
the pattern found with the majority of verbs that take infinitival
complements.
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4) False Concepts Hypothesis
They arise when the learners do not fully comprehend a distinction
in the target language.
For example: The use of were as a marker of past tense in One day
they were given a new story book.
c. Context Learning
Context learning refers to the social situation, in the case of
untutored second language learning, or the classroom context,
frequently a teacher or textbooks can lead the learners to make errors
because of misleading explanation from the teacher or faulty
presentation of a structure or words in a textbook.
In social context, untutored language acquisition can bring about
certain dialect acquisition, which may become a source of error.
d. Communication Strategy
Jain in Richards (1973:191) suggested that learning and
teaching strategies, severally and in conjunction in with each other,
through integration with the surface structure of English and the
teaching situation, constitute some of necessary and essential
conditions for the learner to generate certain classes of sentences.
Communication strategy is the conscious employment of verbal
or non-verbal mechanism for communicating an idea when precise
linguistic forms are for some reasons not readily available to the
learners at a point in communication. A learner may express himself in
the language they use.
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6. Methodology of Error Analysis
According to Corder as quoted by Ellis (1997:48) the steps in error
analysis are follows:
a. Collection of a sample of learners language
The starting point in error analysis is deciding what example of
learners’ language to use for analysis and how to collect these samples.
b. Identification of errors
A corpus of learners has been collected; these errors in the corpus have
to be identified. Therefore, it is necessary to decide what constitutes an
error and establish a following procedure for recognizing one.
c. Description of errors
The description of learners’ errors involves a comparison between
learners’ idiosyncratic utterances and reconstruction of those
utterances in the target language.
d. Classification into error types
Assuming that it is possible to identify and describe errors, the next
step is to try to give an explanation concerned with establishing the
source of error. This stage also involves an attempt to establish the
processes responsible for second language acquisition.
e. Evaluation of errors
Whereas, all the preceding stages of errors analysis have involved an
examination of errors from the point of view of learners who make
theme. Errors evaluation involves a consideration of the effect that
errors have on the person addressed.
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B. Writing
1. Definition of Writing
Writing is one of skills in the language area. In English, writing
skill is much complex enough and sometimes difficult to teach. Halliday in
Nunan (1991: 84) suggests that writing has evolved in societies as a result
of cultural changes creating communicative needs which cannot be readily
met by the spoken language. He speculated that with the emergence of
cultures based on agriculture rather than hunting and gathering, there
developed a need for permanent records which could be referred to over
and over again.
According to Byrne (1997:1), writing is the act of forming
symbols, letters or combination of letters, which relate to the sound when
we speak, making marks on a flat surface of some kind, arranged
according to certain conventions to form words and words arranged to
form sentences. It can be concluded that writing is a process of encoding
message which takes periods of thinking to form symbols, letters or
combination of letters arranged to form words and words arranged to form
sentences of focused stage of constructing texts. It is also as the result of
cultural changes.
2. Process of writing
There are many ideas dealing with the writing process. According
to Clouse (2005: xii) there are four steps in the writing process. They are
as follows:
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a. Prewriting
The procedures for coming up with ideas in the absence of inspiration.
If the writers sit around waiting for inspiration, the writers may never
get anything written; inspiration does not occur often enough for
writers to depend on it. In fact, inspiration occurs so rarely that writers
must develop others way to get ideas. The term prewriting is used
because these procedures come before writing the first draft.
b. Drafting
Once writers generate enough ideas during prewriting to serve as a
departure point, they make their first attempt at getting those ideas
own. Typically, the first draft is very rough, which is why it so often is
called rough draft. The rough draft provides raw material that can be
shaped and refined in the next stages of the writing process.
c. Revising
During revising, writers rework the raw material of the draft to get it in
shape. This reworking is a time-consuming, difficult part of the
process. It requires the writer to refine the content so that it is clear,
points are adequately supported, and ideas are expressed in the best
way and best order possible.
d. Editing
Because experienced readers expect the writer’s writing to be free of
errors, the writers must edit to find and eliminate mistakes so they do
not distract or annoy the writer’s reader. Many writers hunt for errors
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too soon, however, before they have revised for content and effective
expression.
3. English Writing Skill
Heaton (1975:135) stated that the writing skills are complex and
sometimes difficult to teach, requiring mastery not only of grammatical
and rhetorical devices but also of conceptual and judgmental elements.
The following analysis attempts to group the many and varied skills
necessary for writing good prose into five general components or main
areas
a. Language use: the ability to write correct and appropriate sentences;
b. Mechanical skills: the ability to use correctly those conventions
peculiar to the written language-e.g.: punctuation, spelling;
c. Treatment of content: the ability to creatively think and develop
thoughts, excluding all irrelevant information;
d. Stylistic skills: the ability to manipulate sentences and paragraphs, and
use language effectively.
e. Judgment skills; the ability to write in an appropriate manner for a
particular purpose with a particular audience in mind, together with an
ability to select, organize and order relevant information.
4. Micro and Macro Skills for Writing
Brown (2003:220) explains that micro-skills are to imitative and
intensive types of writing task whereas macro-skills are related to
responsive and extensive writing.
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The descriptions of micro-skills are as follows:
a. Produce graphemes and orthographic patterns of English;
b. Produce writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose;
c. Produce an acceptable core of words and use appropriate word order
patterns;
d. Use acceptable grammatical systems (e.g.: tense, agreement, plural,
patterns, and rules);
e. Express a particular meaning in different grammatical forms;
f. Use cohesive devices in written discourse;
The descriptions of macro-skills are as follows:
a. Use the rhetoritical forms and conventions of written discourse;
b. Appropriately accomplish the communicative functions of written
texts according to formant purpose;
c. Convey links and connections between events and communicate such
relation as main idea, supporting idea, new information, generalization,
and exemplification;
d. Distinguish between literal and implied meanings when writing;
e. Correctly convey culturally specific references in the context of the
written text;
f. Develop and use a battery of writing strategies, such as accurately,
assessing the audience’s interpretation, using prewriting device,
writing with fluency in the first drafts, using paraphrase and synonyms,
and using feedback for revising and editing.
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C. Descriptive Text
1. The Definition of Descriptive Text
Description recreates sense impression by translating into words,
the feel, sound, taste, smell, and look of things. Emotion may be
describing too, “feelings such as happiness, fear, loneliness, gloom, and
joy”. Description helps the reader, through his or her imagination, to
visualize a scene or a person, or to understand a sensation or an emotion
(Wishon and Burks, 1980:128).
According to Hammond (1992:78) Descriptive text is a text which
describes a particular thing, person, or thing. Description also describes
the parts and characteristics, such as describes the parts of classroom,
which consists of describing doors, windows, tables, chairs, and wall. It
also describes the characteristic of classroom, which consists size (big),
color (brown, blue), and quality (clean).
Based on those explanations it can be concluded that descriptive
text is a text which describes about people, things, and places. In creating
descriptive text the writer usually uses some senses they are feel, sound,
taste, smell, and look of things to describing. Descriptive text also
describes parts or characters of people, things and place. So, the students
can express their ideas in writing descriptive text.
2. Purposes of Descriptive Text
According to Hegarty (2000:34) the purpose of descriptive text is
to present details to a reader as clearly as possible. When it stands alone, a
descriptive paragraph usually has a concluding sentence. The concluding
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sentence summarizes the topic and may express the writer’s feeling about
it.
The purpose of descriptive text is to create a vivid impression of a
person, place, object, or event. The writers use description to persuade
others to think or act in particular ways.  As the examples in the following
chart show, description enables us to entertain, express feelings, relate
experience, inform, and persuade. Although it can serve a variety of
purposes, description is most often expressive, so it often helps writers
share their perceptions. As human beings, we have a compelling desire to
connect with other people by sharing our experiences with them.
3. Kinds of Descriptive Text
As we know that descriptive text is a text to describe something, such
as persons, places, or things. Here are the brief explanations:
a. Description of person
Every person is unique, and therefore they are also different. In
describing someone, sometimes you may ask “how or what’s look
like”. There are three different ways to describe someone depending
on the situation: identification, impression, and character sketch.
1) Identification
Identification only consists of certain statistical information
(height, weight, bage), visible characteristics (color of hair, skin,
and eyes), and recognizable marks (scars, birthmark) (Adelstein,
1976:149).
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2) Impression
Unlike the identification, the impression may not identify a person,
but it does convey an overall idea of him or her. Many details may
be missing. Although impression is usually less complete and
informative than identification, it may be more effective in
capturing an individual’s striking or distinctive trait.
3) Character Sketch
More complete descriptions of people are usually called character
sketch; they may be referred to as profiles, literary portraits, and
biographical sketches. As its name indicates, a character sketch
delineates the character of a person, or at least his or her main
personality traits. In the process, it may include identification and
impression.
b. Description of Place
There is no pattern for arranging sentences in descriptive paragraph
in describing place. It is not necessary to begin with one area and then
proceeds to another one. The description must be organized so that the
reader can imagine the scene described.
c. Description of things
To describe a thing the writer must have a good imagination.
Besides, to make our subjects interesting to our readers, the proper
nouns and effective verbs can be used:
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1) Using Proper Noun
To fill our descriptive writing with concrete details, we may also
want to include a number of proper nouns, such as names of
particular persons, places, and things that familiar with the readers
and they can recognize easily.
2) Using Effective Verb
We know how important verbs are to narration, but effective verbs
can also add much to piece of description. Writers use to make
descriptions more specific, accurate, and interesting. For instance,
“the wind had chiseled deep grooves into the sides of the cliffs” is
more specific than “the wind had made deep grooves”. The verb
chiseled also gives the reader a more accurate picture of the winds’
action than made does.
4. The Structure of Descriptive Text
Every text has its own structure. One to another text has its own rules,
and it is different. Here the explanation about descriptive text structure
according to Hammond (1992:78).
a. The generic structure of descriptive text are:
1) Identification: which identifies the person, place, or thing to be
described.
2) Description of Features: describes parts, qualities and
characteristics.
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b. The language features of description are:
1) Verbs in present tense
In descriptive text, the writer should use present tense verbs. The
verbs; be (is, am ,and are), have, linking verbs (seems, looks,
sounds, like)
2) Adjectives
Adjectives are also important in descriptive text, because they are
used to describe the features of the subject.
3) Topic sentence
It used to begin paragraph and organize the various aspects of the
description.
5. The Strategies of Descriptive Text
Strategies in writing descriptive text are very necessary and
important. Writing will not be correct and clear without strategies.
Therefore, a learner needs to know the strategies of writing descriptive
text.
Here the explanation about descriptive text strategies by Clouse
(2003:109).
a. Topic Selection
A topic in a sentence is very important. Because of the topics, a
sentence would look weird and unusual. Selection of topics here is to
choose a topic with caution before writing descriptive text. The
students have to concentrate to find a topic in order to produce
descriptive text which is good and more interesting. The obvious
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choice of topic is help students to achieve a specific goal in writing
descriptive text.
b. Dominant Impression
In writing descriptive text, students must choose a dominant
impression, the impression or reaction that is interesting and surprising
to be written in descriptive text. Thus, will be produced descriptive
text which is the best.
c. Drafting
Drafting in writing descriptive text is also very important and
necessary. Because of the presence of this drafting, will good
determine whether or not the results of the descriptive text.
d. Revising
Revising in the descriptive text is very important and necessary. The
purposes are for writing clearer and correctly. Without revising, a
sentence in descriptive text would be too long. So, revising is very
important that the text produced clearer.
Above is a strategy in writing descriptive text, which were all very
necessary and important to be produce the right writing of descriptive text
and clear. The absence of a strategy in writing descriptive text, which may
occur of course there will be more errors made by students in writing.
Here is the example of descriptive text,
MY BEST FRIEND
I have a lot of friends in my school, but Dinda has been my best
friend since junior high school. We don’t study in the same class, but
we meet at school every day during recess and after school. I first met
her at junior high school orientation and we’ve been friends ever since.
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Dinda is good looking. She’s not too tall, with fair skin and wavy
black hair that she often puts in a ponytail. At school, of course she
wears uniform. Other than that, she likes to wear jeans, casual T-shirt
and sneakers. Her favorite T-shirts are those in bright colors like pink,
green and orange. She is always cheerful. She is also very friendly and
likes to make friends with anyone. She likes to share her thoughts and
feelings to her friends. However, she can be a bit childish sometimes.
For example, when she doesn’t get what she wants, she acts like a
child and stamps her feet.
Dinda loves drawing, especially manga characters. She always has
a sketchbook with her everywhere she goes. She would spend some
time to draw manga characters from her imagination. Her sketches are
wonderfully great.
D. The Previous of Related Study
In this chapter, the researcher will give some similar studies. There are
some researchers who have conducted similar research relatived to the error
analysis in writing descriptive texts. Those researchers, of course, help the
arrangement of this research. The previous researchs are as follows:
The first research related to this study is conducted by Farida Nur H
(2016), the student of English Education Department, Islamic Education and
Teacher Training Faculty IAIN Surakarta. Entitled Error Analysis of Simple
Present Tense in Procedure Text Made by the Tenth Grade Students of SMA N
1Wonosari Klaten in Academic Year 2015/2016. This study was a qualitative
research using a descriptive study. In result, researcher found 197 total errors
which divided into 71 or 36.04% omission errors, 41 errors or 20.81%
addition errors, 78 or 39.60% misformation errors, and 7 or 3.60%
misordering. Then the sentences errors were classified into the type of errors
based on surface strategy taxonomy. And the result is that misformation error
was the most frequent error type occurring in the students compositions. The
researcher concluded that the causes of errors were interlingual and
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intralingual transfer. Interference of first language became the main problem
of students in writing procedure text.
The second previous research related to this study is conducted by
Heiling Giatak (2016), the students of Faculty of Education, English
Education Department State Islamic College of Ponorogo. Entitled
Preposition Error Analysis on the Students’ Descriptive Text of MAN Mejayan
in the Academic Year 2015/2016. This study was a qualitative research using a
descriptive study. In the result, from 248 sentences, the researcher got 215
sentences containing errors on preposition. Based on the categories that had
been made, the errors were found 67 omissions, 25 errors of insertion and 123
errors of misordering. Misordering error was the most frequent error type
occurring in the students’ descriptive text. The percentage was 52.7%. Then it
was followed by omission errors achieving 31.1%. The most infrequent type
was insertion error. The frequency was 11.7%
From the previous studies above there have been similarities and
differences between these studies. The similarity between this research and
Farida’s research is the use of Surface Strategy Taxonomy to analyze the
students’ writing, and the difference lies in the descriptive texts as the object
of the research, while Farida’s research used procedure text as the object. The
similarity of this research with Heiling’s research the use of descriptive texts
as the object, and the difference is that this research focused on what types and
causes of errors made by the tenth grade students. While Heiling’s research
just focused on preposition error made by the students of senior high school.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Design
An important factor that must be considered before carrying out
research is research method. In this research, the researcher used
descriptive qualitative method. The resercher describes and analyzes the
types of errors and the causes of errors in writing the descriptive texts. The
research is aimed to know the students’ errors in writing descriptive text
which are usually made by the tenth grade students of SMA Negeri 1
Andong in the academic year of 2016/2017.
B. Setting of The Research
1. Setting of Place
This research was conducted in SMA Negeri 1 Andong, located on
Solo-Karanggede streets KM.30 Andong, Boyolali, Central Java. The
subject of this research is the tenth grade students of SMA N 1 Andong,
especially students of Science One class.
2. Setting of Time
This Research was conducted from January 2017 to May 2017.
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No Activities 2016-2017
January February March April May June
1 Creat Proposal 
2 Pre-research 
3 3 Examination of
Proposal

4 Research;
Collecting the
Data

5 5 Arrange thesis   
6 6 Examination of
Munaqosyah

C. Subject of the Research
The research took the first year students of Science One of SMA N 1
Andong as the subject. The researcher only chose one class to know about the
problem in mastering writing descriptive text. The researcher chose in Science
One class, based on the English teacher recommendation. She told that in that
class there are still many students who get problem when they got a task to
writing if compared with the other class.
D. The Data Resources
According to Lofland in Moleong (2013:157) the main source of data in
qualitative research is the words and actions, the rest is additional data such as
documents and others. Thus, qualitative researchers do not usually collect the
data in the forms of numbers. Rather, they frequently conduct observations
and in-depth interviews, and the data are usually in the form of words.
In this study the researcher collected data from documents. Document is
the previous event note in the form of writing, pictures, or other monumental
works from certain people. The document in this research is students’
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worksheets in writing descriptive text. The data analyzed in this research are
derived from the object of the research that is the text written by the students
of the tenth grade of SMA Negeri 1 Andong in the academic year of
2016/2017. The researcher came to the field and asked the students to write
descriptive texts. Based on the pre-observation with the English teacher, the
teacher gave suggestion to choose students of Science one class as the subject
of this writing task. There are 27 texts that were analyzed in this research. The
texts chosen were descriptive text because it has been learnt by the students in
the first semester so this research can give information about students in
mastering writing descriptive texts.
E. Technique of Collecting Data
According to Creswell (2014:239), “The data collection step involve
(a) setting of the boundaries for the study, (b) collecting the information
through observations, interviews, documents and visual materials, (c)
establishing the protocol for recording information”.
The technique of collecting the data that were used in this research was
document analysis. The researcher collects the data from the texts that are
written by students of Science One class. The texts were descriptions about,
place, things, animal, or people.  The researcher analyzed the texts written by
students based on surface strategy taxonomy.
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F. Trustworthiness of the data
In analyzing the data, the researcher needs to analyze the validity of
the data.  Heigham and Croker (2009:323) explains that triangulation refers to
the process of not only does the researcher shift among the steps listed above,
he may also shift among various sources of data relating to a single issue in an
analytical process known as triangulation.
Denzin and Yvonna (2012:269) distinguish triangulation into five
kinds:
1. Source triangulation: to test credibility of the data with checking the data
through some of sources. Like to test the credibility of the data about
student attitude by collecting and testing from teachers, student’s friends
and student’s parents. The data which has been analyzed by researcher
then the conclusions were asked.
2. Technique triangulation: to test the credibility of data by checking the data
with the same source and different techniques such as observation,
documentation, etc. If the research produces different data, the researcher
has to consider the data sources that have relations.
3. Time triangulation: time has an effect to the credibility of data. Collecting
the data by interview technique earlier, it will give fresh data, the problems
are not too much, and the data are valid.
4. The investigator triangulation: that is how examination of the credibility of
the data is done by making use of other observers for checking the degree
of trust of data. Or alternatively by comparing the results of the work of an
analysis with an others analysis.
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5. Theory triangulation: that is a way of examining the credibility of the data
that is done using more than one theory to examine the data findings of the
researcher.
In this research, the researcher used investigator triangulation. The
researcher checked the validity of data by consulting to the expert; the expert
is the English lecturer in IAIN Surakarta, named Wildan Mahir Muttaqien,
M.A TESL.
G. Technique of Analyzing Data
Data analysis is the process of organizing and sorting the data into
patterns, categories, and basic description unit so that it can be found and can
be formulated into the working hypothesis as suggested by data (Moleong,
2013:280). The technique used in this research is error analysis. Based on the
procedure for error analysis stated by (Ellis, 1985: 296), there are five major
stages in analyzing the data:
1. Collecting the Sample of Language Learner
The starting point in error analysis is deciding what samples of language
learner to use in the analysis and how to collect these samples. The
collecting data for the sample can use interviews and documentation. In
these steps, the researchers used documentation to collect the data. The
data were text written by the tenth grade students of SMA N 1 Andong in
academic year of 2016/2017.
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2. Identification of Errors
Once the data had been collected, the errors that are found in the data must
be identified to find mistakes that have been made by students. The
researcher identified the types of errors by underlining the errors made by
the students. The researcher also identified the causes of error made by the
students.
3. Classification of Errors
Once identified, there are some types of error and causes that have been
made by students. To facilitate the analysis, they have previously been
classified according to each class.
4. Explanation of errors (calculating of errors)
The next step is finding out the frequency of errors on every type of error.
The calculation was conducted in every sentence. It might have more one
error. In addition the researcher also analyzed the causes of errors of their
sentences.
5. Evaluation of errors
The researcher formulates the precentage of error as follow:
Note : E : Error Precentage
P : The number of Error Category
I  : The total number of possible error
This step, the types and causes of errors were displayed on a table that
allowed the researcher to draw the conclusion.
E = P/I x 100%
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this chapter the researcher wants to discuss two things namely Research
Findings and Discussions. The description of the data is present in the research
findings. While in the discussion, the researcher discusses the finding in the
research with the theories that have been presented previously.
A. Research Findings
Based on the research conducted on Monday, April 10th, 2017 at SMA
N 1 Andong, the data analysis will be displayed in this chapter. The data were
collected from students’ works of descriptive text. This data collection was
conducted to the tenth grade students in the Science 1 class which consisted of
36 students. However the students’ works submitted to the researcher were
only 27, there were three texts which were taken from internet and two
students who not submit their works because they were sick. There were also
four texts which have similarities in their contents. The researcher found 264
errors made by the tenth grade students of SMA N 1 Andong in descriptive
writing. Based on the Surface Strategy Taxonomy, the researcher found 4
errors; omission, addition, misformation and misordering.
1. Errors of Omission
In this type of errors, the researcher finds some errors. Those errors
can be divided into 5 types of errors; omissions on prepositions, omissions
on be/auxiliaries, omissions of subjects, omissions of possessives and
omissions of articles.
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Table 4.1: Example of Omission Errors
NO Initial of
Name
Classification Student’s Sentences Correct Sentences
1 DS Omission on
Preposition.
She was born in
Boyolali 12 February
2002
She was born in
Boyolali on
February 12th, 2002
2 FA Omission of
Be/Auxiliaries.
Nur Ayuningsih
commonly called
Intan.
Nur Ayuningsih is
commonly called
Intan.
3 SM Omission of
Possessive
Form
Legs used for
jumping.
Its legs are used for
jumping.
4 RA Omission of
Article
He has oval face He has an oval face
5 YS Omission of
Subject
Was born in
Netherlands on
November, 30th 1994.
He (Gino) Was
born in Netherlands
on November, 30th
1994.
The analysis of each sentence
The first error is omission on prepositions. A preposition is to
describe a relationship between words in a sentence. There are several
types of preposition, they are: preposition of time (at, on, in, for, and
since), preposition of place (at, on, and in), preposition of movement to.
Preposition of time at is used to designate specific times, on is used to
designate days or dates. In is used for nonspecific times during (a day, a
month, a season, or a year). for is used when measuring time (seconds,
minutes, hours, days, months, and years) and then preposition since is used
with specific date or time. Preposition of place at is used for specific
address. On is used to designate names of (streets, avenues, etc). The last
preposition of movement to is used in order to express movement between
places.
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In this case, DS did error of omission of preposition. The sentence
should be In Boyolali on February 12th, 2002. Before February should be
added by preposition on. Writing dates in English using ordinal number,
so 12 should be replaced by 12th. Omission of preposition also did by the
other students, they are YW and GM. (Appendix page 73, and 76)
The second error is the omission of be/auxiliaries. The users
omitted to be (is/am/are) that should appear in the sentence. The error
happened because the student tried to apply English rules in the wrong
construction or they did not master English grammatical structure. In this
case, FA did error of omission of to be. The sentence should be Nur
Ayuningsih is commonly called Intan. Before commonly called Intan
should added by to be is. The sentence is passive voice. The pattern of
passive voice is (S+to be+v3). Omission of to be also did by the other
students, they are YW, FA, NI, AHZ, GM, and DR. (Appendix page 73,
74, 75, 76,77)
The third error is an omission on possessive form/pronoun. The
users omitted the possessive pronoun its that should appear in the
sentence. The error happened because the student was still confused in
using possessive pronouns. In this case, SM did error of omission of
possessive form. The sentence should be Its legs are used for jumping. To
be are should be added after legs. Before legs should be added by
possessive pronoun Its. Omission of possessive form also did by the other
students, they are NI and FA. (Appendix page 75, and 74)
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The fourth error is an omission of article. The users omitted an
article (the/a/an) that should appear in the sentence. The error happened
because the student was still confused in using “a” for general, “the” for
specific noun and adjective. A/an can be used for general statements or
“the” to specific noun that have not been previously mentioned or have
been mentioned for the first time. In this case, RA did error of omission of
an article. The sentence should be I have a brother. Before brother should
be added by an article a, because the object is singular. Omission of to be
also did by the other students, they are NPA, TS, NRR, IR, and NF.
(Appendix page 88, 86, 83, 80, and 78)
The fifth error is an omission of subject. The users omitted the
subject He (Gino) that should appear in the sentence. The error happened
because the student did not realize that the existence of subject as a
requirement of a sentence. The users had not fully comprehended the
English sentences. They did not make English sentences completely and
did not understand how to make a good sentence in English. In this case,
YS did error of omission of subject. The sentence should be He (Gino)
was born in Netherlands on November 30th, 1994. There is no subject in
the sentence, so it should be added by subject He/Gino. Omission of
subject also did by the other students, they are YW, NI, MR, and DR.
(Appendix page 73, 75, and 77)
2. Errors of Addition
The errors in addition are occurs because the users add some
unnecessary or incorrect elements. The users were also confused with the
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meaning of the words. In this type of error, the researcher found many
errors. Those errors can be divided into 6 types of errors: addition of noun,
addition of preposition, addition of article, addition of conjunction,
addition of to be and addition of verb/auxiliary.
Table 4.2: Example of Addition Error
NO Initial of
Name
Classification Student’s
sentences
Correct
sentences
1 RA Addition of
article “a”
Risky Amelia is
a my friend.
Risky Amelia
is my friend.
2 GMA Addition of to
be
Everyday she is
look very
happy.
Everyday she
looks very
happy.
3 YW Addition of
noun
She looks
homely and
humble girl.
She looks
homely and
humble.
4 GMA Addition of
preposition
Dea always to
smile.
Dea always
smile.
5 YS Addition of
conjunction
He has a sibling
so called
Lorenzo
Abraham.
He has a
sibling called
Lorenzo
Abraham.
6 ZA Addition of
auxiliary
He has a high
169 cm.
His height is
169 cm.
The analysis of sentences:
The first error is addition on article. Basically, there are two types
of articles in English, the definite article (the) and the indefinite articlr
(a/an). The definite article refers to a specific noun or groups of nouns.
The indefinite article is used to refer to a noun, place, object, or idea. It can
be any noun from a group of nouns, indicates that the following noun is a
member of a class. In this case, RA did error of addition of preposition.
The sentence should be Riski Amelia is my friend. The article a should be
omitted and the word friendly should be replaced by friend. Addition of
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article also did by the other students, they are FA, NI, TAT, ZA, SR, PA,
NRR, and NK. (Appendix page 74, 75, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83, and 86)
The second error is addition on to be. The researcher found the
error in addition of to be in the students’ sentence. In this case, GMA did
error of addition of to be. The sentence should be Everyday she looks very
happy. To be is should be omitted. In the present tense, the verb should be
added by (-s/es) for the subject (she, he, and it). So the word look should
be replaced by looks. Addition of to be also did by the other students, they
are NRR, RA, and NPA. (Appendix page 83, 84, and 88)
The third error is addition on noun. The researcher found the error
in addition of noun in the students’ sentence. In this case, YW did error of
addition of noun. The sentence should be She looks homely and humble
girl. The word girl should be omitted.
The fourth error is addition on preposition. Same with the theory
previously, the researcher found the error in addition that use preposition
in the students’ sentence. In this case, GMA did error of addition of
preposition. The sentence should be Dea always smile. The preposition to
should be omitted. Addition of preposition also did by YW. (Appendix
page 73)
The fifth error is addition on conjunction. The researcher found the
error in addition of conjunction in the students’ sentence. In this case, YS
did error of addition of conjunction. The sentence should be He has a
sibling called Lorenzo Abraham. The conjunction so should be omitted
because it is not necessary.
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The sixth error is addition on auxiliary. The researcher found the
error in addition of auxiliary in the students’ sentence. In this case, ZA did
error of addition of auxiliary verb. The sentence should be his height is
169 cm. He should be replaced by His. high should be replaced by height.
has a should be omitted because it is not necessary and the sentence
should be added by to be is.
3. Mis-formation
In this type of error, the researcher found a lot of errors. Those errors
can be divided into 14 sub-types of errors, namely mis-formation of
subject, mis-formation of to be, mis-formation of spelling, mis-formation
of possessive, mis-formation of plural, mis-formation of tenses “present”,
mis-formation of word choice, mis-formation of pronoun, mis-formation
of preposition, mis-formation of verb, mis-formation of punctuation, mis-
formation of auxiliary, and mis-formation of article.
Table 4.3: Example of Mis-formation
NO Initial of
Name
Classification Student’s sentences Correct sentences
1 TS Mis-formation
on plural
My class is one of
class in SMA N 1
Andong
My class is one of
classes in SMA N 1
Andong
2 GMA Mis-formation
of preposition
I have a lot of friends
is my class.
I have a lot of
friends in my class.
3 YS Mis-formation
of Article
He is a actor. He is an actor.
4 NP Mis-formation
of Auxiliary
verb
She was white skin
and nice smile.
She has white skin
and nice smile.
5 AHZ Mis-formation
of verb tenses
present.  Simple
for 3rd person
singular.
She live in Sragen. She lives in Sragen.
6 NI Mis-formation
of Possessive
She favorite food is
chocolate.
Her favorite food is
chocolate
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The analysis of each sentence:
The first error is mis-formation on plural that happens when the users
were not understands singular and plural forms. In English, plural form is
marked by to be are and added by -s/es after noun. The researcher found
the error in mis-formation of plural in the students’ sentence. In this case,
TS did error of mis-formation of plural. The sentence should be My class
is one of classes in SMA N 1 Andong. The word class should be replaced
by classes because it is plural form. Mis-formation of plural form also did
by the other students. They are YW, DR, IR, DS, and NPA. (Appendix
page 73, 77, 80, 82, and 88)
The second error is mis-formation on preposition which occurs
because the students were lack of understanding the forms of prepositions.
The users should add the preposition in before the word my class. Mis-
Form
7 AHZ Mis-formation
of spelling
Her heigh 152 cm. Her height is  152
cm.
8 YW Mis-formation
of to be.
She has beautiful girl. She is beautiful girl.
9 NI Mis-formation
of subject
Her is about 156 cm
tall.
He is about 156 cm
tall.
10 YS Mis-formation
of word choice.
Giorgino Abraham
also know as Gino.
Giorgino Abraham
is also known as
Gino.
11 MR Mis-formation
of verb
My motorcycle is
give from my father.
My motorcycle is a
gift from my father.
12 TAT Mis-formation
of pronoun
I also feed her tempe. I also feed its tempe.
13 NRR Mis-formation
of punctuation
She is was born in
Boyolali on
September, 28, 1997.
She was born in
Boyolali on
September 28th,
1997.
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formation of preposition also did by the other students. They are WA,
YW, NK, and TS. (Appendix page 80, 73, and 86)
The third error is mis-formation on article which occurs because
the users were still confused when they use article. The article a/an can be
used for general statements or the to specific noun that have not been
previously mentioned or have been mentioned for the first time. In this
case, YS did error of mis-formation of article. The sentence should be He
is an actor. The article a should be replaced by an. Because the word actor
is begin with vocal. Mis-formation of article form also did by the other
students. They are YW, FA, YS, and TAT. (Appendix page 73, 74, 75, and
78)
The fourth error is mis-formation on auxiliary that occurs because
the student tried to apply English rules in the wrong construction or they
did not master English grammatical structure.  In this case, NP did error of
mis-formation of auxiliary. The sentence should be She has white skin and
nice smile. was should be replaced by has. Mis-formation of auxiliary
form also did by the other students. They are YW, MR, and NPA.
(Appendix page 73, 77, and 88)
The fifth error is mis-formation on tenses “present”. It occurs
because the users did not make right sentences. The users are influenced
by the first verb in sentence of present tense. In this case, Ahmad Hazpuri
did error of mis-formation of verb tenses present. Simple for 3rd person
singular The sentence should be She lives in Sragen.in the present tense
the verb should be added by (s/es) for the subject (She, He, and it). So the
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word live should be replaced by lives. Mis-formation of tenses “present”
also did by the other students. They are FA, NI, AHZ, GMA, NPA, TS,
NK, SM, EN, DS, IR, ZA, TAT, and NF. (Appendix page 74, 75, 76, 88,
86, 85, 84, 82, 80, 79, and 78)
The sixth error is mis-formation on possessive form that occurs
because the students were lack of understanding the form of
possessiveness. In this case, NI did error of mis-formation of possessive
form. The sentence should be Her favorite food is chocolate. The word she
should be replaced by her. Mis-formation of possessive form also did by
the other students. They are YW and NI. (Appendix page 73 and 75)
The seventh error is mis-formation on spelling. It happened
because the users were still making errors in writing English words,
because of lacking in understanding English vocabularies and how to write
the word. In this case, AHZ did error of mis-formation of spelling. The
sentence should be Her height is 152 cm. The word heigh should be
replaced by height. Mis-formation of spelling also did by the other
students. They are NP, TS, NK, RA, NRR, KL, SR, IR, AS, ZA, TAT,
DR, MR, and GMA. (Appendix page 87, 86, 84, 83, 81, 80, 79, 78, 77, and
76)
The eighth error is mis-formation of to be. The error occurs
because the use of the wrong form of a structure with to be auxiliary verb.
In this case, YW did error of mis-formation of to be. The sentence should
be She is beautiful girl. The to be has should be replaced by is. Mis-
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formation of to be also did by the other students. They are FA, TS, and
NK. (Appendix page 74, and 86)
The ninth error is mis-formation on subject that occurs because the
use of the wrong form of a structure in the subject. In this case, NI did
error of mis-formation of subject. The sentence should be He is about 156
cm tall. Her is about should be replaced by She is about. Mis-formation of
subject also did by the other students. They are TAT, NF, and NI.
(Appendix page 78, and 75 )
The tenth error is mis-formation on word choice that occurs
because the users were lack in vocabularies. In this case, YS did error of
mis-formation of word choice. The sentence should be Giorgino Abraham
is also known as Gino. The word know should be replaced by known. Mis-
formation of word choice also did by the other students. They are NP, TS,
NK, RA, and KL. (Appendix page 87, 86, 84, and 83)
The eleventh error is mis-formation on verb that occurs because the
users were influenced by the first verb in sentence of present tense. In this
case, MR did error of mis-formation of verb. The sentence should be My
motorcycle is a gift from my father. The verb give should be replaced by
gift. Mis-formation of verb also did by the other students. They are YW,
DR, IR, DS, and NPA. (Appendix page 73, 77, 80, 82, and 88)
The twelfth error is mis-formation on pronoun that occurs because
the users were still confused between the first, second, and third person in
English. In this case, TAT did error of mis-formation of pronoun. The
sentence should be I also feed its tempe. Her should be replaced by its
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because the subject is it. Mis-formation of plural form also did by the
other students. They are SM, EN, RA, and NRR. (Appendix page 85, 84,
and 83 )
The thirteenth error is mis-formation on punctuation that occurs
because the users were not carefully in writing text. In this case, NRR did
error of mis-formation of punctuation. The sentence should be She was
born in Boyolali on September 28th, 1997. In the English’s rule when
writing dates using ordinal number, so 18 should be replaced by 18th.
4. Mis-ordering
Mis-ordering errors are characterized by the incorrect placement of
a morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterance.
Table 4.4: Example of Mis-ordering
NO Initial of
Name
Classification Student’s
Sentences
Correct
Sentences
1 YW Mis-ordering Nazila
Kharismatul
Aulia or student
is an X MIPA 3.
Nazila
Kharismatul
Aulia is a
student in X
MIPA 3.
2 YS Mis-ordering Some movies on
TV played are
Aku Anak
Indonesia, Anak
Jalanan, and
Anugrah Cinta.
Some movies
played on Tv
are Aku Anak
Indonesia, Aku
Anak Jalanan,
and Anugrah
Cinta.
3 AHZ Mis-ordering She is kind a
person.
She is a kind
person.
4 AHZ Mis-ordering She has eyes
brown.
She has brown
eyes.
5 MR Mis-ordering He is a man
diligent.
He is a diligent
man.
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The analysis of sentences
Mis-ordering error table showed that student was wrong in
arranging the words. The errors in mis-ordering happened because the
students put some elements or words in wrong place. The students
translated Indonesian language to English word by word. They were
influenced by their first language (mother tongue).
B. Sources of Error
After analyzing the data, the researcher finds two sources of errors. They
are interlingual and intralingual transfer.
1. Interlingual transfer
In the interlingual transfer, the errors happened because he students
were still influenced by their mother tongue in writing descriptive text.
They thought that the words which they wrote to make sentences were
correct. They were still influenced by their habits when making sentences
using their native language (Indonesian). The formations and structures of
the adjective word in English and Indonesian were very different. Some of
them still made errors in writing descriptive text using an adjective or
plural form.
As we know, English and Indonesian adjective have some
differences; one of them is that in Indonesian, the adjective comes after a
noun that it modifies, but it is different in English in which the adjective
comes before a noun that it modifies. Students were still influenced by
their ideas, where they assume that the words they choose were right and
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appropriate to be made in to sentence. The students also translate their first
language sentence to the English word by word.  Dealing with this
research, the types of errors are those which are caused by the interlingual
transfer appear in the data explained and discussed below.
a. The sentence from AHZ She has eyes brown. The meaning is Dia
mempunyai mata coklat. The correct sentence is: She has brown eyes.
b. The sentence from MR He is a man diligent. The meaning is Dia
adalah laki-laki yang pintar. The correct sentence is He is a diligent
man.
c. The sentence from YW She have eat and read’s hobby The meaning is
Hobinya adalah makan dan membaca. The correct sentence is: Her
hobbies are eating and reading.
d. The sentence from DS Her hobby are traveling and eating The
meaning is Hobinya adalah jalan-jalan dan makan. The correct
sentence is: Her hobbies are traveling and eating.
e. The sentence from NF Sinta is child first from two sisters. The
meaning is Sinta adalah anak epertama dari dua saudara perempuan.
The correct sentence is: Sinta is the first child from two sisters.
f. The sentence from TS There are ten window. The meaning is Ada 10
jendela. The correct sentence is: There are ten windows.
g. The sentence from NPA My school has 56 teacher. The meaning is
Sekolahku mempunyai 56 guru. The correct sentence is: My school has
56 teachers.
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2. Intralingual transfer
The intralingual transfer is the source of errors that is produced by
learners who do not reflect the structure of mother tongue but a
generalization based on the partial exposure to the target language. In this
case, the errors caused by intralingual transfer can be found in the
following sentence:
a. The sentence from MR My motorcycle is give from my father. The
meaning is Motorku diberikan oleh ayahku. The correct sentence is
My motorcycle is a gift from my father.
b. The sentence from YW She has beautiful girl. The meaning is Dia
adalah seorang perempuan yang cantik. The correct sentence is She
is a beautiful girl.
c. The sentence from YW Giorgino Abraham also know as Gino. The
meaning is Giorgino Abraham juga dikenal sebagai Gino. The
correct sentence is Giorgino Abraham is also known as Gino.
d. The sentence from NI She look beautiful everyday. The meaning is
Dia terlihat cantik setiap hari. The correct sentence is She looks
beautiful everyday.
e. The sentence from WA In front on tables and chairs. The meaning is
Di depan meja-meja dan kursi-kursi. The correct sentence is In front
of tables and chairs.
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f. The sentence from GMA Everyday she is look very happy. The
meaning is Setiap hari dia terlihat sangat senang. The correct
sentence is Everyday she looks very happy.
g. The sentence from FA She like ice cream. The meaning is Dia suka
ice cream. The correct sentence is She likes ice cream.
C. Discussion of Findings
According to Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982:146-189), there are four
categories to classify errors. They are linguistic category, surface strategy
taxonomy, comparative taxonomy, and communicative effect taxonomy. The
researcher used surface strategy taxonomy to classify errors in this research.
There are four types of errors in surface strategy taxonomy such as mis-
formation, addition, omission, and mis-ordering.
From the findings above, the researcher found error in mis-formation with
the total error 145 in 14 kinds, they are (21 mis-formation of spelling, 18
plural, 5 to be, 18 word choice/word form, 10 possessive form, 5 auxiliary, 24
verb tenses present, simple for 3rd person singular, 4 subject, 7 preposition, 6
verb, 22 pronoun, and 1 article). Misformation error is a type of error that is
characterized by using of the wrong from of the morpheme or structure. It
happened because the students might face difficulties in selecting and forming
adjectives and nouns into correct sentence.
For example the student tended to select the wrong words such as in My
class is ine class in SMA N 1 Andong. The error is mis-formation on plural
that happens when the users were not understands singular and plural forms.
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In English, plural form is marked by to be are and added by -s/es after noun.
The researcher found the error in mis-formation of plural in the students’
sentence. In this case, the student did error of mis-formation of plural. The
sentence should be My class is one of classes in SMA N 1 Andong. The word
class should be replaced by classes because it is plural form.
The researcher found error in omissions with the total error 68 in 5 kinds,
comprise (8 omission of preposition, 10 article, 28 to be, 17 subject, and 5
noun). Omission is a type of errors which are “characterized by the absence of
an item that must appear in a well-formed utterance” (Dulay, 1982:154). The
learner may omit grammatical morphemes in producing a sentence. In this
case, students missed some required element. They omitted the items that
should appear in the sentence. For example, the students omitted the necessary
article in a sentence such as she was born in Boyolali 12 February 2002.
The error is omission on prepositions. A preposition is to describe a
relationship between words in a sentence. There are several types of
preposition, they are: preposition of time (at, on, in, for, and since),
preposition of place (at, on, and in), and preposition of movement to. In this
case, the student did error of omission of preposition. The sentence should be
In Boyolali on February 12th, 2002. Before February should be added by
preposition on. Writing dates in English using ordinal number, so 12 should be
replaced by 12th.
There are also 28 errors of additions in in 6 kinds, they are (1 addition of
noun, 2 preposition, 12 article, 1 conjunction, 9 to be, and 1 auxiliary).
According to Dulay (1982:156) addition is a type of errors which are
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characterized by the presence of an item which must not appear in well formed
utterance. It is the opposite of omission error. In this kind of error, students
added some unnecessary or incorrect elements. Nevertheless, it does not mean
the students had not known the vocabularies and spelling before. However,
each word has its own spelling.  It might cause students’ confusion, so they
made some errors.  For example Risky Amelia is a my friend.
The error is addition on article. Basically, there are two types of articles in
English, the definite article (the) and the indefinite articlr (a/an). The definite
article refers to a specific noun or groups of nouns. The indefinite article is
used to refer to a noun, place, object, or idea. It can be any noun from a group
of nouns, indicates that the following noun is a member of a class. In this case,
RA did error of addition of preposition. The sentence should be Riski Amelia
is my friend. The article a should be omitted and the word friendly should be
replaced by friend.
The researcher also found 23 mis-ordering errors. Misordering errors are
characterized by the incorrect placement of morpheme or group of morphemes
in utterance. It happened because of students put some elements or words in
wrong place. For example in Some movies on TV played are Aku Anak
Indonesia, Anak Jalanan, and Anugrah Cinta. It should be Some movies
played on TV are Aku Anak Indonesia, Anak Jalanan, and Anugrah Cinta.
The errors in mis-ordering happened because the students put some
elements or words in wrong place. The students translated Indonesian
language to English word by word. They were influenced by their first
language (mother tongue).
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There are many reasons why the users make errors. First, they are not well
trained in making English sentence. Second, they do not understand the rules
of grammar when they make English sentence. Third, they still have not
understood English grammar rule deeply. Fourth, they lack understanding of
English sentence patterns which are quite different from Indonesian sentence
patterns.
After analyzing the data, the researcher finds two sources of errors that
cause the user’s error. They are interlingual and intralingual transfer.
Interlingual transfer is caused by interlingual interference from the first
language or mother tongue. Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982:171) argue that
the researcher usually translate the grammatical form of the learner’s phrase or
sentence into the learner’s first language to see if similarities exist.
Interlingual errors here refer to second language errors that reflect native
language structure. For example the sentence from AHZ She has eyes brown.
The meaning is Dia mempunyai mata coklat. The correct sentence is: She has
brown eyes.
Meanwhile, intralingual transfer is produced by the user who does not
reflect the structure of the mother tongue. Dulay (1982:165) calls intralingual
errors as developmental errors. He also says that since children acquiring a
first language, they have not experienced learning a previous language. The
errors that they made cannot possibly be due to any interference from another
language. For example The sentence from FA She like ice cream. The
meaning is Dia suka ice cream. The correct sentence is She likes ice cream.
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The researcher concluded that the possible causes of errors are from
the mother tongue, those errors are resulted from the transfer of the first
language (Indonesian) grammatical to the second language (English). The
grammar rules of Indonesian language are different from English. The
students still made errors in writing because they forgot the rules. Some of
them did not know which word they should use to create a good sentence and
they were still influenced by their habits when making sentences using their
native language (Indonesian).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusions
From the findings above, the researcher found many errors in
descriptive text. There are 264 errors from 27 texts. The types of errors
made by students based on surface strategy taxonomy are omissions, mis-
formation, addition, and mis-ordering. Those are 54% errors of Mis-
formation, Then, 26% errors of omission, 11% errors of addition, and 9%
mis-ordering errors.
Omission of errors can be divided into five types, those are
(omissions of preposition,  article, to be, subject, and of noun). Whereas,
mis-formation can be divided into fourteen types, those are (mis-formation
of spelling, plural form, to be, of word choice of possessive form, auxiliary
tenses “present”, subject, preposition, verb, pronoun, capitalization,
punctuation, and article). Meanwhile, addition can be divided into six
types, those are (addition of noun,  preposition, article, conjunction, to be,
and auxiliary). The last is mis-ordering.
There are many reasons why the users make errors. First, they are
not well trained in making English sentence. Second, they do not
understand the rules of grammar when they make English sentence. Third,
they still have not understood English grammar rule deeply. Fourth, they
lack understanding of English sentence patterns which are quite different
from Indonesian sentence patterns.
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The sources of the students’ errors that the researcher found out are
interlingual transfer and intralingual transfer. Interlingual transfer is
caused by the interlingual interference from the native language. Then,
intralingual transfer is produced by the users who do not reflect the
structure of the mother tongue.
The researcher conclude that the possible causes of errors are from
the mother tongue, those errors resulting from the transfer of the first
language (Indonesian) grammatical to the second language (English). The
grammar rules of Indonesian language are different from English. The
students still made errors in writing because they forgot the rules. Some of
them did not know which word they should use to create a good sentence
and they were still influenced by their habits when making sentences using
their native language (Indonesian).
B. Suggestions
Here, the researcher would like to propose some suggestions.
Hopefully, the suggestion will be useful for the students, teachers, and the
other researchers. The suggestions are as follow:
1. To the students
a. Students have to do exercise frequently to arrange good sentences
and learn more about English tenses.
b. Students have to pay attention more when the teacher is giving
explanation and do not hesitate to ask what they do not know about
the material.
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c. Students should study more about descriptive texts. Especially in
the using of present tense, so they can understand the use of tenses
in descriptive text.
d. Students can use this research to understand about grammar and
English rules when they make English sentences.
e. Students should try to solve the problem, ask, and even discuss
with the teacher while finding some difficulties in learning.
Especially learning descriptive texts using simple present tenses.
2. To English teachers
a. Teacher should give a strong motivation for the students to practice
their tenses to make English sentences.
b. Teacher has to make a good atmosphere in the class during the
teaching and learning process.
c. Teacher should know the students’ difficulties in understanding
English, so he/she can solve the students’ problems.
d. The teacher should apply the best methods and techniques, so the
students can easily understand the materials which are given by the
teacher.
3. To the other researcher
a. Considering that this study has any lack and it is one of efforts in
analyzing students’ errors, the researcher hopes that the findings of
this study will be used as starting point for the future research on
similar problems.
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b. The researcher hopes the result of this research can be used as an
additional reference in the future in order to create a better
language teaching and learning process.
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STUDENTS’ LIST
Class : X MIPA 1
NO Initial of Name
1 YW
2 RA
3 FA
4 YS
5 NI
6 AHZ
7 GMA
8 MR
9 DR
10 NF
11 TAT
12 ZA
13 AS
14 WA
15 IR
16 SR
17 PA
18 DS
19 KL
20 NRR
21 RA
22 EN
23 SM
24 NK
25 TS
26 NP
27 NPA
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Table of Errors
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Table 4.5 The Analysis of the Errors of first student (YW)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 Nazila Kharismatul
Aulia or student is
an X MIPA 3.
Mis-ordering and
mis-formation on
article “an”.
Nazila Kharismatul Aulia is a
student in X MIPA 3.
2 She was born in
Boyolali 30
Desember 2001.
Omission on
preposition, mis-
ordering and mis-
formation on
spelling
She was born in Boyolali on
December 30th, 2001
3 Age 15 years. Omission on to be,
noun, and subject.
She is 15 years old.
4 She is the first child
from two sibling.
Mis-formation on
Plural form.
She is the first child from two
siblings.
5 Her father and
mother’s is name
Sufyan Hadi and Siti
Khotimah
Mis-ordering and
mis-formation on to
be.
Her father and mother’s name are
Sufyan Hadi and Siti Khotimah.
6 She has beautiful girl Mis-formation on
to be and omission
on article “a”
She is a beautiful girl.
7 We are vail
everywhere.
Mis-formation on
word choice
We wear veil everywhere.
8 She has a brown
complexion, sweet
lipes, and thin
eyebrow.
Mis-formation on
plural form
She has a brown complexion,
sweet lips, and thin eyebrow.
9 She looks homely
and humble girl.
Addition on noun. She looks homely and humble.
10 She have eat and
read’s hobby.
Mis-formation on
possessive form,
mis-formation on to
be/auxiliary, mis-
formation on plural
form and mis-
ordering.
Her hobbies are eating and
reading.
11 She have hobby in
Pramuka and
Paskibra
Mis-formation on
word choice and
addition on
preposition
She likes Pramuka and Paskibra.
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Table 4.6 The Analysis of the Errors of second student (RA)
No Idetification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I have brother Omission on article
"a"
I have one brother.
2 He is 24th years old Mis-formation on
spelling
He is 24 years old.
3 He has oval face omission on article
"an"
He has an oval face
Table 4.7 The Analysis of the Errors of the third student (FA)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 She is a Nur Intan
Ayuningsih
Addition on article
"a"
She is Nur Intan Ayuningsih
2 Nur Ayuningsih
commonly called
Intan.
Omission on to be Nur Ayuningsih is commonly
called Intan.
3 Age 15 years. Omission on to be,
noun, and subject.
He is 15 years old.
4 He tall is 150 cm Mis-formation on
possessive pronoun.
His tall is 150 cm.
5 Weight about 35 kg. Omission on
Subject and to be.
Her weight is about 35 kg.
6 She look beautiful
everyday
Mis-formation on
verb tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
she looks beautiful everyday
7 She like ice cream. Mis-formation on
verb tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
She likes ice cream.
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Table 4.8 The Analysis of the Errors of the fourth student (YS)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 Giorgino Abraham
also know as Gino.
Omission on to be
and mis-formation
on word form.
Giorgino Abraham is also known
as Gino.
2 Was born in
Netherlands on
November, 30th
1994.
Omission on
subject
He (Gino) was born in
Netherlands on November 30th,
1994.
3 He is a actor Mis-formation on
article
He is an actor.
4 Hes has a sibling so
called Lorenzo
Abraham.
Addition on
conjunction
He has one sibling called Lorenzo
Abraham.
5 Some movies on TV
played are Aku
Anak Indonesia,
Anak Jalanan, and
Anugrah Cinta.
Mis-ordering Some movies played on Tv are
Aku Anak Indonesia, Aku Anak
Jalanan, and Anugrah Cinta.
Table 4.9 The Analysis of the Errors of the fifth student (NI)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 She is a Fitri
Aryantika
Addition on article
"a"
She is Fitri Aryantika
2 Fitri Aryantika or
commonly called
Fitri.
Omission on to be Fitri Aryantika is commonly
called Fitri.
3 Age 15 years. Omission on to be,
noun, and subject
(possessive
pronoun).
Her age is 15 years old.
4 Her is about 156 cm
tall.
Mis-formation on
subjectt.
She is about 156 cm tall.
5 Weight about 45 kg. Omission on
Subject and to be.
Her weight is about 35 kg.
6 She look beautiful
everyday
Mis-formation on
verb tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
she looks beautiful everyday
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7 She like ice cream. Mis-formation on
verb tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
She likes ice cream.
8 She favorite food is
chocolate.
Mis-formation on
possessive form.
Her favorite food is chocolate.
Table 4.10 The Analysis of the Errors of the sixth student (AHZ)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 She is name Dea
Permatasari.
Mis-formation on
Possessive form
and mis-ordering.
Her name is Dea Permatasari.
2 She live in Sragen. Mis-formation on
verb tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
She lives in Sragen.
3 Her father name is
Triyono and her
mother name is
Endang Srikayati.
Mis-formation on
possessive form.
Her father's name is Triyono and
her mother's name is Endang
Srikayati.
4 Dea is kind a person. Mis-ordering Dea is a kind person.
5 She has eyes brown. Mis-ordering She has brown eyes.
6 Her heigh 152 cm. Omission on to be
and mis-formation
on spelling.
Her height is 152 cm.
Table 4.11 The Analysis of the Errors of seventh student (GMA)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I have alot of friends
is my class.
Mis-formation on
preposition.
I have a lot of friends in my class.
2 I have one friend
very annoyed.
Mis-ordering I have one very annoyed friend.
3 Her name Dea
Permatasari
Omission on to be Her name is Dea Permatasari.
4 She was born in
sragen August 23,
2000.
Omission on
preposition and
mis-formation on
spelling.
She was born in Sragen on
August 23rd, 2000.
5 She very like play Mis-formation on She likes playing basket ball very
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basket ball. verb tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
much.
6 Everyday she is look
very happy.
Addition on to be
and mis-formation
on verb tenses
present. Simple for
3rd person singular
and mis-ordering.
She looks very happy everyday.
7 Dea always to smile. Mis-formation on
word form (to inv).
Dea always smiles.
8 However annoy, she
is help each other.
Mis-formation on
word choice,
addition on to be
and mis-formation
on tenses "present"
She has a brown complexion,
sweet lips, and thin eyebrow.
Table 4.12 The Analysis of the Errors of the eighth student (MR)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 Habibi was born on
25 June 1936.
Mis-ordering and
mis-formation on
spelling
Habibi was born on June 25th
1936.
2 Habibi continued
his studies in Jakarta
an then in 1955
moved to Germany.
Mis-formation on
spelling, omission
on subject and mis-
ordering.
Habibi continued his study in
Jakarta and moved to Germany in
1995.
3 Habibi have brain
very smart.
Mis-formation on
verb form and mis-
ordering.
Habibi has very smart brain.
4 He is a man diligent. Mis-ordering He is a diligent man.
Table 4.13 The Analysis of the Errors of the ninth student (DR)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Clasification
Correction
1 My bike has 2
rearview mirror.
Mis-formation on
Plural form.
My bike has 2 rearview mirrors.
2 My motorcycle is
give from my father.
Mis-formation on
verb and Mis-
formation on word
choice.
My motorcycle is a gift from my
father.
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3 Altough sometimes
trobel.
Omission on
subject and to be
and Mis-formation
on spelling.
Although, sometimes it is trouble.
Table 4.14 The Analysis of the Errors of the tenth student (NF)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I have alone friend. Mis-formation on
word choice.
I have a lonely friend.
2 Her is friend during
my little.
Mis-formation on
pronoun and word
choice.
She (Sinta) is my childhood
friend.
3 But her like to tease
human other.
Mis-formation on
pronoun, verb
tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular. and
Mis-ordering.
But she likes to tease other
human.
4 Sinta is child first
from two sisters.
Omission on article
and Mis-ordering.
Sinta is the first child from two
sisters.
Table 4.15 The Analysis of the errors f the eleventh student (TAT)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 She has a long tail. Mis-formation on
pronoun.
It has a long tail.
2 She like tolick her
tail.
Mis-formation on
pronoun and verb
tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
It likes tolick her tail.
3 I call her "Si
Jeliteng"
Mis-formation on
pronoun.
I call it "Si Jeliteng"
4 She has two collor. Mis-formation on
pronoun and
spelling.
It has two colours
5 I also fed her tempe. Mis-formation on
pronoun.
I also fed it tempe.
6 She also like tempe. Mis-formation on
pronoun and verb
It also likes tempe.
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tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
7 She like to play
outside the house.
Mis-formation on
pronoun and verb
tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
It likes to play outside the house..
8 She will be running,
rolling, and the
climbing the tree.
Mis-formation on
pronoun, Addition
on article and
omission on
preposition.
It will be running, rolling, and
climbing on the tree.
9 She is so funny. Mis-formation on
pronoun.
It is so funny.
Table 4.16 The Analysis of Errors of the twelfth student (ZA)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 He is name Digdoyo
Rosyid Nugroho
Putro.
Mis-formation on
possessive form
and Mis-ordering.
His name is Digdoyo Rosyid
Nugroho Putro.
2 He was born in
Boyolali 19 April
2001.
Omission on
preposition, Mis-
ordering, Mis-
formation on
spelling.
He was born in Boyolali on April
19th, 2001.
3 He live in
Tempuran, Andong,
Boyolali.
Mis-formation on
verb tenses present.
Simple for 3rd
person singular.
He lives in Tempuran, Andong,
Boyolali.
4 He has a high 169
cm.
Mis-formation on
possessive and
spelling, addition
on auxiliary and
article, and
omission on to be
"is".
His height is 169 cm.
5 He weighed 45kg. Mis-formation on
possessive and
word choice, and
His weight is 45 kg.
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omission on to be.
6 Has a high body. Omission on
subject and mis-
formation on word
choice.
He has a tall body.
Table 4.17 The Analysis of errors of the thirteenth student (AS)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I have a pat. Mis-formation
spelling.
I have a pet.
2 His have two eyes. Mis-formation on
pronoun and verb
form.
He has two eyes.
3 His has a thick fur. Mis-formation on
pronoun.
He has a thick fur.
Table 4.18 The Analysis of the Errors of the fourteenth student (WA)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 It class with size
about 7x9 cm.
Omission on to be
and article.
It is class with the size about 7x9
cm.
2 In front on tables
and chairs
Mis-formation on
preposition.
In front of tables and chairs
3 The cleanliness in
my school
always
maintained.
Omission on to be The cleanliness in my school is
always maintained.
Table 4.19 The Analysis of the Errors of the fifteenth student (IR)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error Correction
1 There are three ten
grade science
and mathematic
in my school.
Mis-formation on
spelling,
Omission on
noun and mis-
formation on
plural
There are three tenth grades
science and mathematic
classes in my school.
2 It located in the
corner of SMA
Omission on to be. It is located in the corner of SMA
N 1 Andong.
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N 1 Andong.
3 My left side class is
science and
mathematic class
one and two.
Mis’-formation on
to be.
My left side classes are science
and mathematic class one and
two.
4 My class consist of
36 students.
Mis-formation on
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular.
My class consists of 36 students.
5 So not strange if
female more
than male in my
class.
Omission on
subject, to be,
and an article
the.
So it is not strange if the member
female is more than male in
my class.
6 It’s make me more
comfortable.
Mis-formation on
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular
and addition on
to be
It makes me more comfortable.
7 Brown is color wall
in my class.
Mis-ordering,
omission on
article “the” and
preposition
“of”.
Brown is the color of the wall in
my class.
8 In the wall there is
many pictures
who give own
characters of
science class.
Mis-formation on
tobe for plural
form and
Relative
pronoun.
In the wall there are many
pictures which give own
characters of science class.
Table 4.20 The Analysis of the Errors of the sixteenth student (SR)
No Identification of
Error
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I have a twins sister. Mis-formation on
plural form.
I have one twin sisters.
2 She usually called
Antin.
Omission on to be. She is usually called Antin.
3 She was bron in
Boyolali 12 mart
2001.
Mis-formation on
spelling,
Omission on
preposition, and
She was born in Boyolali on
March 12th, 2001.
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mis-ordering.
4 Her face is not the
same with me
though we were
twins.
Addition on article
and Mis-
formation on
plural form.
Her face is not same with me
though we were twins.
5 She have same
hobby with me.
Mis-formation on
auxiliary and
omission on
article.
She has the same hobby with me.
6 She have 142 cm
tall.
Mis-formation on
to be/ auxiliary.
She is 142 cm tall.
7 I have brother an
sister.
Mis-formation on
spelling and
omission an
article a.
I have one brother and a sister.
8 I always tell my
problem with she
and search
solution
together.
Mis-formation on
preposition,
pronoun and
omission on
subject.
I always tell my problem to her
and we find solution together.
Table 4.21 The Analysis of the Errors of the seventeenth student (PA)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 His smile so
adorable.
Omission on to be. His smile is so adorable.
2 He is a calm person,
a friendly, and a
helpful.
Addition on article
and mis-
ordering.
He is a calm, friendly, and helpful
person.
Table 4.22 The Analysis of the Errors of eighteenth student (DS)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 In Boyolali 12
February 2002.
Omission on
preposition
“on” and mis-
ordering.
In Boyolali on February 12th,
2002.
2 Her hobby are
traveling and
Mis-formation on
plural form.
Her hobbies are traveling and
eating.
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eating.
3 She like to tell me
anything.
Mis-formation on
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular
She likes to tell me anything.
Table 4.23 The Analysis of the Errors of nineteenth student (KL)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 Muhammad Raynal
Prasetya is a
drummer and
musisi.
Mis-formation on
spelling.
Muhammad Raynal Prasetya is a
drummer and musician.
2 He is was born in
Bekasi Selatan
on October 22,
1997.
Addition on to be,
mis-formation
on word choice,
and mis-
formation on
spelling.
He was born in South Bekasi on
October 22nd, 1997.
3 His eyes are black
with thick eyes
brows.
Mis-formation on
spelling
His eyes are black with thick
eyebrows.
Table 4.24 The Analysis of the Errors of twentieth student (NRR)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I have a friend the
name is Rofi
Lailatul.
Mis-formation on
possessive.
I have a friend her name is Rofi
Lailaul.
2 She is was born in
Boyolali on
december 18,
2000.
Addition on to be,
mis-formation
on spelling, and
capitalization.
She was born in Boyolali on
December 18th, 1997.
3 Rofi is a my
classmate.
Addition on article. Rofi is my classmate.
4 She is first child
from Mulyono
Family.
Omission on article
the and Mis-
formation on
possessive
She is the first child from
Mulyono’s family.
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form.
5 She is have two
small sisters in
her family.
Addition on to be,
Mis-formation
on verb for 3rd
person singular
and mis-
formation on
word choice.
She has two young sisters in her
family.
6 She is hobby is
cooking.
Mis-formation on
possessive
pronoun and
addition on to
be.
Her hobby is cooking.
7 She have a big eyes
with flat nose.
Mis-formation on
verb for 3rd
person singular
and addition on
article.
She has big eyes with a flat nose.
Table 4.25 The Analysis of the Errors of twenty-first student (RA)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 Riski Amelia is a my
friendly.
Mis-formation on
word form and
addition on
article.
Riski Amelia is my friend.
2 She is was born in
Boyolali on
September, 28,
1997.
Addition on to be,
mis-formation
on spelling, and
punctuation.
She was born in Boyolali on
September 28th, 1997.
3 He is 16 years old. Mis-formation on
pronoun.
She is 16 years old.
Table 4.26 The Analysis of the Errors of twenty-second student (EN)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 She has a long tail. Mis-formation on
pronoun.
It has a long tail.
2 She like to lick her Mis-formation on It likes to lick her tail.
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tail. pronoun and
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular
3 Belang like to eat
fish.
Mis-formation on
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular
Belang likes to eat fish.
4 She also like tempe. Mis-formation on
pronoun and
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular
It also likes tempe.
5 She like to play
outside the
house.
Mis-formation on
pronoun and
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular.
It likes to play outside the house.
6 She will be running,
rolling, and then
climbing the
tree.
Mis-formation on
pronoun.
It will be running, rolling, and
then climbing the tree.
Table 4.27 The Analysis of the Errors of twenty-third student (SM)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I like to play with
them.
Mis-formation on
pronoun.
I like to play with it.
2 My rabbit like to eat
carrot.
Mis-formation on
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular
My rabbit likes to eat carrot.
3 He also like to eat
other vegetables.
Mis-formation on
pronoun and
verb tenses
present. Simple
for 3rd singular
It also likes to eat other
vegetables.
4 He has four small
feet.
Mis-formation on
pronoun.
It has four small feet.
5 Legs used for Omission on to be Its legs are used for jumping.
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Table 4.28 The Analysis of the Errors of twenty-fourth student (NK)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 Age 15 years. Omission on to be
and subject
(possessive
pronoun).
His age is 15 years old.
2 Yayan attend school
in SMA N 1
Andong
Mis-formation on
word form and
preposition.
Yayan studies at SMA N 1
Andong.
3 She has a beautiful
girl an we are
vail everywhere.
Mis-formation on
to be, spelling
and word
choice.
She is a beautiful girl and we
wear veil everywhere.
4 She nose is flat. Mis-formation on
possessive
form.
Her nose is flat.
5 She talk active, Mis-formation on
word form and
omission on to
be.
She is talkative.
6 She a friendly. Omission on to be
and addition on
article a.
She is friendly.
7 Always smile, but
she is forward.
Omission on
subject and to
be.
She is always smiling, but she is
forward.
Table 4.29 The Analysis of the Errors of twenty-fifth student (TS)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 My classroom is Ten
Mathematic and
Science Three or
Omission on
subject and to
be. Addition of
My classroom is Ten Mathematic
and Science Three or it is
usually  called XMIPA 3.
jumping. and subject
(possessive
pronoun).
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usually called by
XMIPA 3.
preposition.
2 My class is one of
class in Andong.
Mis-formation on
plural form.
My class is one of classes in
Andong.
3 We think that our
class is
basecamp and
home for we all.
Omission on article
and mis-
formation on
pronoun.
We think that our class is a
basecamp and home for all.
4 We make schedule
to cleaning it
everyday.
Mis-formation on
word form (to
inv)
We make schedule to clean it
everyday.
5 The temperature is
cool on morning
and hot on
afternoon.
Mis-formation on
preposition and
omission on
article.
The temperature is cool in the
morning and hot in the
afternoon.
6 My colour
classroom is
cream.
Mis-ordering, Mis-
formation on
possessive form
and mis-
formation on
word choice.
My classroom’s color is light
brown.
7 There are ten
window.
Mis-formation on
plural form.
There are ten windows.
8 There many photo of
Indonesian hero.
Omission on to be
and Mis-
formation on
plural form.
There are many photos of
Indonesian heroes.
9 There are identity of
my class.
“Mis-formation on
plural form.
There are many identities of my
class.
10 My classmates is
very joyful.
Mis-formation on
to be.
My classmates are very joyful.
Table 4.30 The Analysis of the Errors of twenty-sixth student (NP)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 Raisa Andriana also
know raisa.
Mis-formation on
word form and
omission on to
be. (passive
form).
Raisa Andriana is also known as
Raisa.
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2 was born in Jakarta
on June 6, 1990.
Omission on
subject and mis-
formation on
spelling.
She was born in Jakarta on June
6th, 1990.
3 She was white skin
and nice smile.
Mis-formation on
auxiliary verb.
She has white skin and nice
smile.
Table 4.31 The Analysis of the Errors of twenty-seventh student (NPA)
No Identification
Error
Classification
Description Error
Classification
Correction
1 I am studies at 1
Andong Senior
High School.
Addition on to be,
mis-ordering,
and Mis-
formation on
verb form for 1st
person. (tenses)
I study at Andong Senior High
School 1.
2 Average student in
my school 34
students.
Omission on to be
and mis-
formation on
word choice.
The number of student in my
school is 34 students.
3 My school has 56
teacher.
Mis-formation on
plural form.
My school has 56 teachers.
4 My school has 2
canteen.
Mis-formation on
plural form.
My school has 2 canteens.
5 My school had a
mosque.
Mis-formation on
verb for simple
present with 3rd
thing singular
subject.
My school has a mosque.
6 My school has 24
classroom.
Mis-formation on
plural form.
My school has 24 classrooms.
7 Every class have
many tables and
chairs.
Mis-formation on
verb form.
Every class has many tables and
chairs.
8 My school has 13
bathroom.
Mis-formation on
plural form.
My school has 13 bathrooms.
9 Also has a white
board for
teacher.
Omission on
subject and
article “the”.
It also has one white board for the
teacher.
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